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I loved your photos of the [San Francisco St Patrick’s Day Parade]
event
Alan Kernoff
Author, Winners of the Human Race Book

The pictures look fantastic! Thanks for trudging through the rain
with us and helping us get some great shots.
The Larose Group
San Francisco St. Patrick's Day Parade

We needed photos for client and publicity purposes on short
notice. The shoot was on a boat, at night in the midst of a
crowd. Gregory Case captured the pictures we needed, accepting
and overcoming the challenging conditions as just part of the job.
We were very pleased with the quality and variety of photos as
well as the price.
Greg Raab
Marketing Manager, KSFO Radio

WOW! I just got these today and they look amazing!
Alma L Pisano
KSFO Radio

I wanted to let you know how grateful I am for your time and
expertise in photographing the members of the Board of Directors
and Operations Team of ALLIANCE for Community Care. I just
saw the photos from the studio shoot. They are really quality
work. We now have an excellent set of photographs, which can
be used in a variety of ways to enhance our agency's public
profile by highlighting the stature and qualifications of our
leadership. Thank you.
Vonza Thompson
President & CEO, ALLIANCE for Community Care
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Gregory Case's wonderful photographs made our crisis residential
facility look very warm and comfortable -- just what we had
hoped to achieve in our new marketing brochure!
Victoria A. Emmons
Director of Development & Communications
ALLIANCE for Community Care

Well you did it again! Absolutely great photos! Thank you for all
your help and [photography] support the past couple of years.
Many thanks for all you have done!
June H. King
Executive Director, Pueblo Symphony Association

Thank you so much for your kindly mail, wonderful pics!
Michelangelo Lentini
Violinist Guest Artist, Pueblo Symphony Orchestra

The photos are great.
Kahuna Beach Party
Guest Artist, Pueblo Symphony Orchestra

Thank you Gregory once again for your professionalism and good
cheer. I particularly appreciate your going the extra mile for the
shot by getting up the ladder.
Jennifer Easton
Senior Project Manager
City of San Jose Public Art Program

The photos look great! [regarding the Hands Project] Thanks so
much.
Mary A. Rubin
Senior Project Manager
San Jose Public Art Program
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Thanks for the link and web shots - they look great! Wow, the
overall image with building worked out much better than I
imagined given the difficult angles to work with!
Kipp Kobayashi
Commissioned Artist, City of San Jose Public Art Program

Elena was a member of our nonprofit board, so I was able to
work with her both as a volunteer and as a paid professional. She
and Greg provided a creative working team to address all our
photography needs. Both are utmost professionals, bringing their
creative juices to fore and getting the work done on time. I highly
recommend Elena as a wonderful resource.
Victoria Emmons
CFRE, Chief Executive Officer, Hope Hospice

I hired Elena Morera and Gregory Case for an all-day product
photo shoot and they both were easy and great to work with.
They both had a high level of commitment to doing the job right,
on time, and in a creative and collaborative manner. I would
highly recommend their team for any photography assignment.
Basha Kooler
President, Kooler Design Studio

The pictures [of my paintings] look great.
Alix McKenna, Artist

Accurately photographing two-dimensional art is, in itself, an art
form. I was not able to catalog my portfolio before I found
Gregory. His passion for detail matches my passion for painting—
I won't trust my artwork to anyone else.
Sandy Jones, Artist
Stratford Studio

The photos look great.
Sonya Paz, Artist
Sonya Paz Fine Art
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Mary and I just sat and had a wonderful trip through your
[jewelry] photos. We are excited about the pictures we love the
pictures.
Penny Morgan
Mary Fisher Productions

Taking on a huge event where your own reputation is at stake
can be scary—and then choosing partners to help "make it all
happen" can be even more intimidating! You cannot afford to
make a mistake or miss a detail. When I retained Elena Morera
and Gregory Case to "document" book group expo, I made a
great decision. And it was a decision I repeated every year.
Elena and Greg are not only a great photography team; they
are great partners in the process. We walked through
expectations not only of their role, but also of what I wanted the
end results to reveal. Planning. Planning ahead. Anticipating
what I didn't even know to anticipate. Again, just stellar partners.
I have since recommended this team to others—whether event
photography (small or large) or more high-end product shots,
Gregory Case Photography is a smart decision. And besides that,
Elena and Gregory are just good people. It's a great combination!
Ann Kent
Book Group Expo, San Jose, CA

Excellent team in photography. Greg and Elena are highly
recommended for any of your photography needs.
Jeff Cole, Owner
Helping Hands Custom Builders

We have worked with Greg and find him to be an excellent
resource. In addition to his wonderful photography, Greg has a
counseling background and is able to deal with all kinds of
situations.
Ellen Rudy
Partner, Creative Services, The Hayden Group
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Gregory worked with me for the photo I needed for my website.
He spent time upfront to understand my needs, preferences, and
style. He created a very friendly environment to help me relax and
have good photos taken. Once we agreed on the shot, he
immediately made the modifications necessary to use on the
website, so when I left his studio, I had everything I needed.
Thanks!
Kay Ayaki-Zeren
Principal, A2Z Launch Consulting

We were delighted to have the donated services of Gregory Case
Photography at Cool Stuff (Design Response's Annual Fund
Raiser). Gregory has generously agreed to donate 10% of the
proceeds from the sale of Cool Stuff photos back to Design
Response. His work is fantastic and his presence warm and
unassuming--perfect for candid work!
Alys Milner
Board Chair, Design Response

The photos are great!
Karen Wilmer
Associate Director, Friends for Youth.org
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